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Fourteen new entrepreneurial testimonies
from the Mediterranean countryside
For the second time, the partners of Philoxenia project have a series of testimonies to show from their five areas : they are
again micro-entrepreneurs beneficiaries of the individualised tutoring and of the financial support of this project. Thanks to
the help of Philoxenia, they could settle down in the rural target areas and start up their business project.
These testimonies prove that non-agricultural activity in the rural space is actually feasible !

M

aria Evangelou was born in Karditsa, while her husband comes from
Sidirokastro, in the municipality of Sintiki. They both moved to

Germany, where they stayed for many years.

Testimonies from Sintiki and Iraclia – Greece

Maria Evangelou’s extensive experience in Germany in the catering and entertainment business, along with her husband’s need to repatriate, contributed to the
birth of her small business project.
Claiming a small financial award of 4 500 euros and receiving a free 40-hour individualised tutoring by
the technical consultant of TIEESI – all thanks to project Philoxenia – was an extra
motive for Maria Evangelou.
Using this help she covered a significant part of the creation and operational
expenses of her shop, in which she produces and sells traditional pies together
with another woman.

F

otios Pantazis, aged 23, worked for twelve months in the carpet wash
Galaxias in Thessaloniki. He chose to repatriate to his homeland, Rodopoli

of Sintiki, where his parents live.
Having the know-how of carpet washing, Fotios Pantazis decided to create a
single professional space where he washes cars and carpets for his clients, at the entrance of
Rodopoli.
In order to become successfully self-employed, Fotios took advantage of the fact
that there is no other competing carpet wash in the broader area of Rodopoli. He
works together with his fiancée, his sister and his brother-in-law.

Business creators, beneficiaries of Philoxenia project : Testimonies from Sintiki and Iraclia – Greece
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D

imitrios Georgiadis studied to be a physicist in the Aristotle university of
Thessaloniki and though he has been a resident of Kalamaria, a

neighbouring municipality, he comes from the area of Sintiki, where his parents
live.
As a new scientist, Dimitrios Grigoriadis needed to return to the land of his
parents and establish a private school at Rodopoli, entering this way the labour market as a selfemployed individual. In his school, he has already hired other professors as well.
Dimitrios Georgiadis profited from the fact that he is for now the only private
school in the broader area of Rodopoli, where students have to travel to Sidirokastro or Kilkis for extra lessons in their public schools. This gives him good hope for
the sustainability of his effort.

A

ntonios Gouvatzidakis had a pastry shop in Kilkis for eleven years
but recently it had not been doing very well.

Originating from Monastiraki Sintiki, Antonios Gouvatzidakis decided to
return to his village, to purchase and to run an existing traditional grocery
store, as its previous owner had to retire.
Antonios Gouvatzidakis return to Monastiraki was facilitated by his wife’s
uncle who donated his house free of charge to Antonios and his four member
family.
Today Antonios Gouvatzidakis and his wife work in the grocery store.

G

eorgios Leonakis studied mechanics. It was logical therefore that he would
want to do something connected to his studies.

As a mechanical engineer, Georgios Leonakis was interested in directly contributing his scientific knowledge to the creation of a technical office which would
be a useful technical tool for the existing businesses in the region of the municipalities of Sintiki and Iraclia.
Georgios Leonakis used to live in Serres, however he is from Kerkini Sintiki. As a
citizen of this municipality, he understands the prospects for the economic regeneration of the wider area. For this reason he returned and he opened up a technical office in mechanical engineering in Sidirokastro. Naturally he was motivated
by the Community project Philoxenia under realisation in the region of his origin.
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aschalina Psatha is a young lawyer, with postgraduate studies. She
resided in Serres, though she originates from Iraclia.

For this reason she desired to create and operate her law office in the municipality
of her origin, Iraclia.
As a lawyer, Paschalina Psatha is keen to contribute her legal expertise in creating
and developing a modern law office which can be a useful technical tool for existing businesses and
residents in the area of Iraclia.
Paschalina Psatha’s effort of course was motivated by the Community project
Philoxenia under realisation in her area to which she returned after two years
of practical training which she completed in an experienced law firm in
Serres.

G

eorgios Vagionas and Grigorios Zervos, having worked recently with
photovoltaic systems decided to form a general partnership in Iraclia

aimed at the provision of photovoltaic installation, renewable energy source and
relevant financial services.
Their faith in renewable energy sources, to act as a lever of
local development, lead Vagionas and Zervos to the creation and development of
a service to provide a useful technical tool for potential stakeholders in the

Testimonies from Ptuj – Slovenia

municipalities of Iraclia and Sintiki.

T

ill recently Jernej Brendholc was professional dancer in various kinds of
dancing. When he finished his professional career, he decided to make a go

of it on his own by offering the following expert services : dance teaching (classes
or individuals ; different age groups), whole management of different events.
Because of his interesting professional dancing activity, Jernej Brendholc was included in the Philoxenia project with these two professionally taken videos, where he is dancing with his female partner in
big dancing competition, both with very interesting themes : the first from
Batman and the second with Slovenian national music where he is dressed in
national costume. These two videos are very good examples of what Jernej
Brendholc teaches.

Business creators, beneficiaries of Philoxenia project : Testimonies from Oristano – Italy
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A

fter many years of completely different work experience, Maria Antonietta Uda and Gianfranco Tomasi, from Oristano, decided to merge

their know-how. Their passion for cooking was the common point which led them
to start up a business for the retail trade of biological products in the historic
centre of Oristano.
Upon mutual agreement, they decided to concentrate on the production of biological goods, fresh
pasta and local traditional sweets, such as lorighittas, malloreddus, culurgiones and ravioli. For technical
reasons, the search for commercial premises was not easy, however they finally found the ideal place
to open their workshop.
Sil Oristano supported them within the framework of the
project Philoxenia, it financed some of the expenses of their
financial activities. Contini Stefania Bonaria is also a member
of the cooperative.

G

iadda Ricci, from Oristano, used to visit childrens play centres and
worked for many years in pre-school restaurants. The main reason which

led her to establish a company to organise children's parties, was to fill the void
of similar services in Oristano. She was lucky enough to find a place that had
previously been a nursery.
Giadda Ricci also has a colleague Katiuscia Cardia. She is 38 years old and
handles the communication and the management of the play activities. In their
opinion, the said economic activity will develop as there is a great demand for this
kind of service.

G

ianluca Generoso, who is 37 year old, had a very varied career path
dotted with periods of unemployment.

Gianluca Generoso always had a passion for sports, and over the years he dedicated himself to cycling and in static cycling (spinning).
Thanks to the project Philoxenia, he managed to transform his passion into a job.
So, he decided to open a spinning centre which he named Village Spinning
Academy. He managed to buy, by means of the financial assistance of 4 500 €
from Philoxenia, fifteen bicycles and to start his activity. He was lucky enough to
find a gymnasium which gave him a space to organise spinning lessons.
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he idea to create a cooperative for the promotion of sustainable products
was presented by twenty-four residents and farmers of a small village

named Manikata.
Emphasis was put on the natural environment, its protection and inviting people
to visit the farms and fields and all its natural and historical resources. These
resources make up the « rural heritage trail » which will be a new source of
income to the cooperative. Target visitors to the heritage trail include mainly
students at various education levels, tourists and the general public.
The said cooperative, with Mario Cardona as president, was incorporated into the
project Philoxenia through the Local Councils’ Association of Malta. It is supported by the Bank of Valletta and the public actor of investment attraction Malta
Enterprise.

M

ario Fava is one of two shareholders who created a company designed to
provide analytical and diagnostics laboratory services to industrial

organisations such as the food, water, pharmaceutical and cosmetics industries.
Target customers are small and medium enterprises in the aforementioned sectors.
Initially the company intends to offer routine tests and gradually increase the
specialisation and know-how of its services as it expands. In the longer-term, the
company also intends to export its services to clients in North Africa and
Southern Europe.
Assistance and coaching were essential for Mario Fava and his business partner to
convince them that participating in the Philoxenia project would be beneficial not
only financially but also for networking with other foreign beneficiaries.

M

arie-Claire Camilleri has been producing sprouted beans for the past ten years for her own
and her friends' consumption. Her idea to produce a variety of pulses such as lentils, chick

peas and others became evident following a period of four months living in London, where she could
find the said products at most retail outlets. This was not the case in her own country of Malta. If these
products were to be imported, they would not be fresh, giving rise to contamination and a waste of
materials. This fact reinforced Marie-Claire Camilleri’s idea to develop these products further, giving
them the name Glorious Greens.
The assistance provided by the Philoxenia project encouraged her to pursue the idea further and
proceed with the next steps towards setting up a small facility to start producing pulses for the local
market. The main equipment that she requires is a seed germinator which has been partly financed by
the Philoxenia project.
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of Philoxenia project
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26 – 27 September 2011 – Lithotopos – Greece

The partners of Philoxenia project
on the final stretch

D
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Representatives of the partners in Lithotopos
 Territorial Initiative for Employment and Entrepreneurship of Sintiki - Iraclia (TIEESI) :
Christos Arabatzis, president. Éric Gazon, external evaluator.
 Local Employability (Loc.Em.) :
Apostolos Kalliantzidis, president. Orestis Kalliantzidis, economist.
 Patto Territoriale Oristano (Sil Oristano) :
Marco Massa, welcoming policy manager. Bernadette Serra, community programmes officer.
 Larnaca District Development Agency ( ANETEL) :
Spyros Elenodorou, president. Damianos Kosma, member of the board. Michalis Zanos, director.
 E-Zavod :
Matjaž Fras, welcoming policy manager. Tanja Ostrnam Renault, interpreter.
 Local Councils’ Association of Malta (LCA) :
Jimmy Magro, executive director. Maureen Azzopardi, community programmes officer.

The Philoxenia partners
during their meeting in Lithotopos

Session of the steering committee of Philoxenia project,
with the representatives of Patto Territoriale Oristano,
ANETEL, TIEESI, Loc.Em., e-Zavod and LCA

Press conference of Philoxenia partners,
with the general coordinator Alkis Kalliantzidis,
the president of TIEESI Christos Arabatzis,
and the president of ANETEL Spyros Elenodorou

One of the work visits of the partners
to the beneficiaries of Philoxenia project :
here, in the office of the lawyer Paschalina Psatha
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11 October 2011 – Paris – France

Participation in the fifth exposition
of the « Projects in the Countryside »
 Website of the
exposition « Projects
in the Countryside » :
www.provemploi.fr
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30 November 2011 – Marseilles – France

The partners of Philoxenia project
took part in the capitalisation event
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The continuation of Philoxenia :
the project Grisi Plus

 Grisi Plus :
14 partners from
11 EU member states :
France, Ireland, Latvia,
Estonia, Czech Republic,
Slovenia, Romania,
Bulgaria, Malta,
Greece and Cyprus
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The present newsletter was elaborated and published in the framework of the project Philoxenia,
thanks to the financial aid of the European Regional Development Fund, through the programme MED.
The views expressed reflect the opinions of the partners of the project Philoxenia
and in no way represent the official viewpoint of the European Commission.
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